Our Local Area
Year 1
Autumn 1 2019

Science
Learning Objectives:
- To name the main features of the body.
- To recognise the five senses.
- To observe the changes in the seasons and weather.

Geography
Learning Objectives:
- To recognise common features of maps.
- To understand that features can be physical or human made.
- To learn about our local area.

Computing
Learning Objectives:
- To learn how to operate a computer correctly.
- To explore Purple Mash program.
- To learn about e-safety.

Music
Learning Objectives:
- To learn about pulse and tempo.
- To learn how to keep the beat with different pieces of music.
- To create rhythmic patterns using different instruments

R.E.
Learning Objectives:
- To understand that people have different places that are special to them.
- To understand that different people have different places of worship.

P.E.
Learning Objectives:
- To learn different ways of moving, travelling and balancing.

Maths
Learning Objectives:
- To count in 1s to 100.
- To read numbers to 100 in figures.
- To count on and back in 10s.
- To recognise the place value of two digit numbers.
- To compare numbers and say which is more or less.
- To count on or back 1, 2, 3 or 4 from a given number.
- To know addition facts for pairs that total up to 10.
- To relate addition facts to an understanding of addition, including + and =.
- To relate subtraction to an understanding of taking away, including – and =.

Art
Learning Objectives:
- To identify primary and secondary colours.
- To explore adding white to a colour to make different tints and black to make different tones.
- To evaluate own work.

English
Learning Objectives:
- To write a sentence using who and what doing.
- To write sentences using adjectives.
- To write sentences using a conjunction.
- To write labels, list and captions
- To write sentences using correct punctuation.
- To write own stories with familiar settings.

French
Learning Objectives:
- To respond to simple greetings in French.
- To learn the vocabulary for numbers, colours and parts of the body.

P.S.H.E.
Learning Objectives:
- To talk about our class and school values.
- To use the shared language of learning.
- To learn about setting targets and how to achieve them.
- To know how to keep healthy.
Please remember:

- Reading books are given out every **Thursday** and expected back the following **Thursday**.
- Encourage your child to read **every day** and to complete their reading record each time.
- Library books are changed on **Monday** (Guava class), **Tuesday** (Ash class) and **Wednesday** (Katsura class).
- Please remember your **P.E. kit** on **Thursday**.

Trips this half term:

- A walk around our local area.

At home you could help your child by:

- Talking to your child about their book and encouraging them to try new books, perhaps at the local library.
- Practise writing numbers and letters correctly starting in the right position.
- Looking at and comparing numbers e.g. 13 has 1 ten but 31 has 3 tens.
- Practise writing days of the week and months of the year.
- Encouraging children to research our Science Topic – All about me. You can find out about all the different parts of your body including bones, muscles and internal organs.
- Our Geography topic this term is learning about our local area.